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SURFACES

COOL family

Following on from the successful FANTASTIC family, there is now the aqueous lacquer version, the COOL family. It includes the COOL-FILL filler, 
COOL-COLOR colour lacquer and COOL-TOP clear base and top coat. As you would expect from the FANTASTICs, the COOL family also masters 
the most demanding interior surface requirements. And all of the above in a low-emission, flame retardant and sustainable manner.

The COOL-FILL is even so easy to apply that it 
is eminently suitable for “experimenting” with the 
use of aqueous lacquers. Its superb filling power, 
along with its ability to stay on vertical surfaces 
and good sanding properties, make it the ideal fill-
er for achieving exquisite closed-pore finishes. No 
matter whether it is recoated using the preferred 
COOL-COLOR or with CN or polyurethane lacquers. 
The combination of COOL-FILL with COOL-COLOR 
is flame retardant according to DIN EN 13501-1 
and also suitable for green building projects (e.g. 
the Dubai Green Building Regulations).

Good opacity, great scratch resistance and an 
especially elegant surface formation coupled with 
a VOC proportion of < 3 %. These are only some 
of the properties of COOL-COLOR. It is suitable for 
priming and top coating all interior fixtures and 
fittings; including staircases and doors. It can also 
be used for coating decorative glass surfaces after 
adding HYDRO Crosslinker.

An ideal match is achieved using Hesse’s 
COOL-TOP clear base and top coat. Its very good 
chemical and mechanical resistance, in associa-
tion with its simple application and good sand-
ing properties, facilitate the switch to aque-
ous lacquers – even for convinced polyurethane 
enthusiasts.

Brightening up decorating jobs

“HMG Contract Matt has great opacity, that 
improves as the paint dries and leaves a flaw-
less finish. The quality of HMG’s British made 
products is exactly why we sell it in our store at 
Topdec and I use HMG products, including the 
Contract Emulsion in my decorating business” 
Ray Kercher, co-founder, Topdec Decorating 
Suppliers and owner of Topdec Painters and 
Decorators. The water-based trade matt emul-
sion is designed for easy application on inte-
rior plaster walls and ceilings and is breath-
able, therefore will allow moisture to continue 
to leave the plaster.

Over-coated with HMG Paints’ Vinyl Matt 
Emulsion, a professional and tough finish will be 
achieved with exceptional coverage and depth 
of colour. Topdec stock HMG Paints full range of 
decorative products including the Contract Matt 
Emulsion available in 10L, woodwork coatings, 
fence paints and emulsions which can be colour 
matched to any colour. These products and much 
more can be purchased online at shop.hmgpaint.
com and through distributor Topdec Decorating 
Supplies who regularly run deals, so that decora-
tors can stock up on the staple contract emulsion 
as well as other products. www.hmgpaint.com

www.hesse-lignal.de

HMG Paints’ Contract Matt Emulsion has been brightening up decorating jobs up and down 
the country. With fantastic results achievable in just one coat, the product has proven to be a 
huge hit with HMG distributor, Topdec Decorating Supplies and their customers.


